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Les codes de Reed-Miiller projectifs sur un corps fini sont des extensions des codes de 
Reed-Mtiller gCnCralisCs. Nouse donnons les paramttres de ces codes; leur distance minimale 
est obtenue en utilisant une borne de Serre. On montre qu’en un certain sens, leurs 
performances sont meilleures que celles des codes de Reed-Mtiller usuels. 
The projective Reed-Mtiller codes on a finite field are extensions of the classical generalized 
Reed-Mtiller codes. We give the parameters of these codes; we use a bound given by Serre in 
order to get their minimal distance. We show that in some sense their performances are better 
than those of the classical Reed-Miiller codes. 
1. Classical Reed-Miiller codes 
Let 4 be a power of a prime number. We recall the construction of the classical 
generalized Reed-Mtiller codes on F4 in the case r < q after Delsarte, Goethals 
and MacWilliams (cf. [2]). Choose an integer r < q. Denote by F,[X,, . . . , X,Jr 
the space of polynomials of degree c r with m variables and with coefficients in 
F4. Since r <q, this space can be seen as a space of polynomial functions on the 
affine space A”(F,) = FT. 
The classical generalized Reed-Miiller code of order r, which we note 
.%&(I, A”), is the image of the injective map 
c: F,[X,, . . . , X,]r+ F;, 
where we have put V = A”(F,), defined by 
c(P) = (P(X))X,v. 
This code is such that 
length %q(r, A”) = qm, dim Se4(r, A”) = (’ r) ; 
since the maximal number of zeroes in A”(F,) of a polynomial of degree r is 
equal to rqm--l (cf. [5], thm. 6.13 p. 275), the minimal distance of this code is 
equal to 
dist sq(r, A”) = (q - r)q”-‘. 
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2. Projective Reed-Miiller codes 
We note P”(F,) the projective space of dimension m over the finite field Fq 
with q elements. In order to fix the notations, recall that there is a canonical 
projection 
n :A”+‘(F,) - (0) + P(F,); 
we set (no:. . .:x,) = n(xo, . . . , x,); thus (A+:. . . :l.x,) = (x0:. . .:x,) for any 
A E Fz. For 0 C i C m, we note xi the coordinate function of index i on A”+l(F,). 
Let (li be the set (xi # 0) in Am+l - {0}, and set r/; = J$ UJ; the family (y}.)OGiGm is 
a covering of P”(F,). Let 
w,= VI, w, = v, - v,, W, = V, - (V. U VI), etc., 
thusx=(x,:... :x,) E Wi if and only if x1 = . . . = xi-i = 0, and xi # 0. The family 
(WV;:)OGGm is a partition of P”(F,). The set I4$ is an affine subspace of dimension 
m - i, hence #M$ = qmei, and we recover the familiar formula 
#p”(F,)=n,=q”+q”-‘+...+l. 
We denote by F,[X,, . . . , X,]: the vector space of those P E 
F,[X,, Xi, . . . 3 Xm] such that P is homogeneous and deg(P) = r. If P E 
F,[X,, . . . , X,],, define 
P(X0, Xi, . . . , X,) =X~P(X,IXo, . . . , XJX,); 
then p E F,[X,, . . . , X,,,]:; the map P-, p is an isomorphism 
FJXi, . . . , X,,I,=+EJ&, . . . > Kzl~; 
we therefore also have 
dim F,[X,, . . . , X,1;= (ml+r). 
Now let V = P”(F,); we define a linear map 
c:F,[X,, . . . , X,,$-+F; 
in the following way: firstly for x E P”(F,) and P E F,[X,, . . . , X,]: we set 
cm = fyxo, . . . , &) . 
X; 
d x = (x0:. . . :x,) E wi; 
the value of c,(P) is unchanged if we replace (x0: - . . :x,) by (Ax,: - * . : Ax,); this 
value thus depends only on x E P”(F,) and not of the choosen representant of x 
in A”+‘(F,) - (0). We then define the map c as 
c(P) = (G(P))XEV 
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This map c is injective when r <q (as is easily seen by recurrence on m); the 
image of c defines a code CBq(r, P”) c Fi, which we call the projective 
Reed-Miiller code of order r on P”. It has been introduced in [7], in the general 
framework of geometric codes of Goppa (see also [4]). 
J.-P. Serre has proved in [8] the following inequality, conjectured by M. 
Tsfasman: 
Theorem 1. Zf P E F,[X,, . . . , X,,$withP#O, zfrcq+l, andif 
Sp={XEPrn IP(x)=O}, 
then 
#S,(F,) s rqmW1 + JC,,_~. 
Moreover, if r c q, the bound on the right hand side is attained only if S,(F,) is a 
union of r hyperplanes whose intersection contains a subspace of codimension 2. 
The number #S,(F,) is equal to the number of x E P” such that c,(P) = 0, i.e. to 
the number of null coordinates of the codeword c(P); since 
Jd, - (rq"-l + JG,-J = (q - r + l)q”-‘, 
we have the following result, already proved in [4] in the case r = 2: 
Theorem 2. Assume r < q. The code 9Q(r, P”) has parameters 
length L?$(r, P”) = JG,, dim %Jr, Pm) = (r ‘,“) , 
dist %&(r, P”) = (q - r + l)q”-‘. 
Examples. 1. For r = 1, the space F,[X,, . . . , X,,$’ is the space of linear forms 
on P”(F,) and we have 
dim 9$(1, P”) = m + 1, dist 9Q(l, P”) = qm; 
this code attains the Plotkin bound. The code %$(l, Pm-‘) is equal to the simplex 
code with parameters [2” - 1, m, 2”-‘I. 
2. When m = 1, the projective Reed-Miiller codes are generalized Reed- 
Solomon codes (cf. [6], p. 303). More precisely, take a set X c P’(F,), with 
#X = n > r, and define as before a map 
c:F$C,, xl]:+ F; 
by c(P) = (cx(P)La. The map c is injective (because #X > r), and we then get 
an MDS code C with 
length C = n = #X, dimC=r+l, dist C = n - r. 
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3. Relative parameters and comparison of the two kinds of Reed-Miiller 
codes 
The transmission rate 
R(C)= dimC 
length C 
of %E,(r, P”) is worse than that of 9$(‘, A”), since the dimension of these codes 
is the same; but the relative distance 
b(C) = dist c 
length C 
is better, as it is easily seen. For any code C, let 
n(C) = Z?(C) + 6(C) = (dim C + dist C)/length C. 
The number J.(C) can be taken as a measure of the performance of the code C. In 
this respect, the following result, deduced from Theorem 2, expresses that the 
performances of projective Reed-Mtiller codes are better than the classical 
generalized Reed-Mtiller codes. 
Corollary. Zf r + 1 S q, if m 3 2, and r 2 2m/(m - l), then 
G4&, J’“)) ’ VL&, A”)). 
Examples. If we take q = 4, m = 3, r = 2, then 9&(2, A3) has parameters 
[64,10,32], hence R = 0.156.. . and 6 = 0.5 for this code; on the other hand 
%,(2, P’) has parameters [85,10,48], hence R = 0.118.. . and 6 = 0.565.. . for 
that one; we thus have 
A(9&(2, A3)) = 0.656.. . < il(S&(2, p’)) = 0.682.. . . 
Also, if we take q = 8, m = 2, r = 2, then Se8(2, A’) has parameters [64, 6, 481, 
here R=0.094..., 6 = 0.75; but %$(2, P’) has parameters [73, 6, 561, hence 
there R =0.082... , 6 =0.767 . . . . and 
A(9&(2, A’) = 0.844.. . < A(%(2, P)) = 0.849. . . , etc. 
4. Congruences for the weights of projective Reed-Miiller codes 
From Ax’ theorem (cf. [l], and also [3]), we get: 
Theorem 3. With the notations of Theorem 1, assume moreover that r <m. Then 
#&(F,) = nb_1 (mod q’), 
where b zk the greatest integer strictly less than (m + 1)/r. 
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This theorem implies immediately: 
Theorem 4. Assume r s q and r sm. The weights of the projective Reed-Miiller 
code %&(r, Pm) satisfy 
w=O(modqb), 
Theorem 4 is the analog for projective Reed-Miiller codes in any degree and 
any characteristic of the Corollary 13 in Chapter 15, p. 447 in [6] about affine 
Reed-Miiller codes 9$(2, A”), where q is even. 
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